


Applicant:
Measuring the volume of cold (hot) water passing
throught the pipeline

Features:
Removable element structure, easy installation
and maintenance, long term clear reading, 
inter-exchangeeable spare parts, magnetic drive,
small pressure loss, 360ºcircle, long working life,
dry dial

Working Condition:
Water temperature: ≦40ºC
(90 ºC for hot water )
Water pressure:≦1MPa (1.6 Mpa optional)

Compliance with standard : GB/T778.1~3-2007(ISO 4064-1~3:2005IDT)

Maximum Permissible Error:
      In the lower zone from Q1  inclusive up to but excluding Q2  is ±5%
   In the upper zone from Q2 inclusive up to and including Q4 is ±2%

Main technical data

LXLC-(50~300)E

WOLTMAN  WATER METER (WPH) 
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Applicant:
Measuring the volume of cold (hot) water passing
throught the pipeline

Features:
Removable element structure, easy installation
and maintenance, long term clear reading, 
inter-exchangeeable spare parts, magnetic drive,
small pressure loss, 360ºcircle, long working life,
dry dial

Working Condition:
Water temperature: ≦40ºC (90 ºC for hot water )
Water pressure:≦1MPa (1.6 Mpa optional)

Compliance with standard : GB/T778.1~3-2007
(ISO 4064-1~3:2005IDT)

Maximum Permissible Error:
      In the lower zone from Q1  inclusive up to but excluding Q2  is ±5%
   In the upper zone from Q2 inclusive up to and including Q4 is ±2%

Dimensions and weight

Main technical data

LXLC-(50~300)E

WOLTMAN  WATER METER (WPH) 

www.sinoeco.com

No need power in common, except when meter reading
Voltage: DC9-15V (RS-485); DC24-42V(M-BUS)
Communication mode: RS-485,M-BUS
Transmission frequency: 1200/2400 bps
Max transmission distance: 1200m

with impulse
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Applicant:
Measuring the volume of cold (hot) water passing
throught the pipeline

Features:
Removable element structure, easy installation
and maintenance, long term clear reading, 
inter-exchangeeable spare parts, magnetic drive,
small pressure loss, 360ºcircle, long working life,
dry dial

Working Condition:
Temperature standard: T30 / T90
Pressure standard: MAP 10 / MAP 16

Compliance with standard : GB/T778.1~3-2007
(ISO 4064-1~3:2005IDT)

Maximum Permissible Error:
      In the lower zone from Q1 inclusive up to but excluding Q2 is ±5%
   In the upper zone from Q2 inclusive up to and including Q4 is ±2%

Main technical data

LXLC-(50~65)E
 

WOLTMAN  WATER METER (WPH) 

www.sinoeco.com

Dimensions

Small Vane Wheel

WOLTMAN  WATER METER (WPH) 

Applicant:
Measuring the volume of cold (hot) water passing
throught the pipeline

Features:
Removable element structure, easy installation
and maintenance, long term clear reading, 
inter-exchangeeable spare parts, magnetic drive,
small pressure loss, long working life

Working Condition:
Water temperature: ≦40ºC
(90 ºC for hot water )
Water pressure:≦1MPa (1.6 Mpa optional)

Compliance with standard : GB/T778.1~3-2007
(ISO 4064-1~3:2005IDT)

Maximum Permissible Error:
      In the lower zone from Q1 inclusive up to but excluding Q2 is ±5%
   In the upper zone from Q2 inclusive up to and including Q4 is ±2%

Dimensions and weight

Main technical data

LXLC-(50~300)E

www.sinoeco.com

Old type
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Applicant:
Measuring the volume of cold (hot) water passing
throught the pipeline

Features:
Removable element structure, easy installation
and maintenance, long term clear reading, 
inter-exchangeeable spare parts, magnetic drive,
small pressure loss, 360ºcircle, long working life,
dry dial

Working Condition:
Temperature standard: T30 
Pressure standard: MAP 10 / MAP 16

Compliance with standard : GB/T778.1~3-2007
(ISO 4064-1~3:2005IDT)

Maximum Permissible Error:
      In the lower zone from Q1 inclusive up to but excluding Q2 is ±5%
   In the upper zone from Q2 inclusive up to and including Q4 is ±2%

Main technical data

LXLC-(250~500)E
 

WOLTMAN  WATER METER (WPH) 

www.sinoeco.com

Large  Vane Wheel

Dimensions

Applicant:
Measuring the volume of cold (hot) water passing
throught the pipeline

Features:
Removable element structure, easy installation
and maintenance, long term clear reading, 
inter-exchangeeable spare parts, magnetic drive,
small pressure loss, 360ºcircle, long working life,
dry dial

Working Condition:
Temperature standard: T30 
Pressure standard: MAP 10 / MAP 16

Compliance with standard : GB/T778.1~3-2007
(ISO 4064-1~3:2005IDT)

Maximum Permissible Error:
      In the lower zone from Q1 inclusive up to but excluding Q2 is ±5%
   In the upper zone from Q2 inclusive up to and including Q4 is ±2%

Main technical data

LXLC-(150~300)E
 

WOLTMAN  WATER METER (WPH) 

www.sinoeco.com

Medium Vane Wheel

Dimensions
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Applicant:
Measuring the volume of cold (hot) water passing
throught the pipeline

Features:
1. Removable element structure, easy installation and 
    maintenance, 
2. dry-dial, magnetic drive.
3. large flow capacity, small pressure loss, 
4. resist water hummer and pollution
5. vacuum sealed register ensures the dial keep free from
    condensation and keep the reading clear in a long 
    term service
6. selected high quality materials for steady and reliable
    characteristic
7. can add impulse

LXXG -50~300
 

IRRIGATION  WATER METER (Wi) 

www.sinoeco.com

Technical data conforms to ISO 4064 standard for horizontal installation

Water temperature : T30/T90
Water pressure: 1.0 Mpa / 1.6 Mpa

Maximum Permissible Error:
In the lower zone from Qmin inclusive up to but excluding Qt is ±5%
In the upper zone from Qt inclusive up to and including Qmax is ±2%

IRRIGATION  WATER METER (Wi) 

Dimensions

www.sinoeco.com
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COMBINATION WATER METER COMBINATION WATER METER 

DN50 DN80~150

Model: LXF-50~150

Applicant
For measurement of high flows of cold potable water passing through the pipeline

Features
1. Wide measuring range: from Qmin of the small caliber water meter to Qmax of the 
    large caliber water meter
2. As a dry meter, deposits in the register are avoided, this ensures a clear reading in
    long term service
3. The main register may rotate more than 360 degrees for easily reading in any position
4. Low head loss
5. Lower starting flow
6. Novel structure, simple maintenance
7. Can be equipped with reed switch option
8. Particularly suited in commercial , institutional places of assembly and facilities with
    fluctuating usage and flow rates

Construction
The meter model LXF-50~150 combines a large caliber water meter (model LXLC-B) on
the main line, a small water meter (model LXSG) on the bypass line, and a flow 
changeover valve
Annotation:  LXLC-B removable  element woltman water meter
                      LXSG multi-jet dry type vane wheel water meter
                 or  LXSY multi-jet liquid type vane wheel water meter 

Installation
1. The meter must be installed with the direction of the flow as indicated by the arrow cast
    in the meter body
2. A horizontal position with the register face upwards is recommended
3. The meter must have 10 diameters straight pipe ahead of meter and 5 diameter straight
   pipe after to insure proper flow through the meter
4. The valves must be installed in the front and the back of the water meter

Working condition
Water temperature: ≦50ºC
Water pressure: ≦1.6 Mpa

Attachment
With every water meter, there will be two flange gaskets
If you need the connection flanges ( two pieces), pls. specially request that

Maximum Permissible Error:
In the lower zone from Qmin inclusive up to but excluding Qt is ±5%
In the upper zone from Qt inclusive up to and including Qmax is ±2%

www.sinoeco.com www.sinoeco.com
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WOLTMAN VERTICAL WATER METER (WS) WOLTMAN VERTICAL WATER METER (WS) 

WS- 50~150E

Applicant
Measuring the volume of the cold (hot) water flowing
through the pipeline

Features
1. big flow capacity, small pressure loss
2. dry magnetic transmission mechanism of liquid seal
    wet type structure, counter is clean, and readings
3. six figures increasing digital word wheel display 
    reading, reading more clearly
4. detachable measuring machine structure, easy to
    dismantle and maintain
5. debugging within the structure, prevent to adjustable
    table
6.pry proof protective cover device
7. high wear resistance of bearing system
8. can be equipped with transmission counters, multiple
    pulse signal output

Working conditions:
water temperature: T30/ T90
water pressure: 1.0 Mpa  / 1.6 Mpa

Compliance with standard : GB/T778.1~3-2007 (ISO 4064-1~3:2005IDT)

Main technical data
Maximum Permissible Error:
      In the lower zone from Q1 inclusive up to but excluding Q2 is ±5%
   In the upper zone from Q2 inclusive up to and including Q4 is ±2%

Dimensions

LXS-(80~150)C

LXS-(80~150)D

Applicant
Measuring the volume of the cold (hot) water flowing
through the pipeline

Features
1. big flow capacity, small pressure loss
2. dry magnetic transmission mechanism of liquid seal
    wet type structure, counter is clean, and readings
3. six figures increasing digital word wheel display 
    reading, reading more clearly
4. detachable measuring machine structure, easy to
    dismantle and maintain
5. debugging within the structure, prevent to adjustable
    table
6.pry proof protective cover device
7. high wear resistance of bearing system
8. can be equipped with transmission counters, multiple
    pulse signal output

Working conditions:
water temperature: T30/ T90
water pressure: 1.0 Mpa  / 1.6 Mpa

Compliance with standard : GB/T778.1~3-2007 (ISO 4064-1~3:2005IDT)

Main technical data
Maximum Permissible Error:
      In the lower zone from Q1 inclusive up to but excluding Q2 is ±5%
   In the upper zone from Q2 inclusive up to and including Q4 is ±2%

Dimensions

www.sinoeco.com www.sinoeco.com
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WATER METER MECHANISM WATER METER MECHANISM 

Medium Vane Wheel

Ningbo Free Trade Zone ECO INTERNATIONAL CO.,LTD

608, 1501 TIANTONG ROAD N.,NINGBO315100,CHINA

TEL:0086 574 87065432  FAX: 0086 574 87756802

Email: info@sinoeco.com   easy@sinoeco.com

Web: www.sinoeco.com

Skype: sinoeco.com
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